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(Received 19 May, 1987)
1. Introduction. Let /x be the Gaussian measure in C given by dn{z) =
(2n)~" exp(-|z| 2 /2)dV r , where dV is the ordinary Lebesgue measure in C". The
Segal-Bargmann space H2(fi) is the space of all entire functions on C" that belong to
L2(/i)-the usual space of Gaussian square-integrable functions. Let P be the orthogonal
projection from L2(ju) onto H2(fi). For a measurable function q> on C", the multiplication
operator Mv on L2(ju) is defined by Mvh = (ph. The Toeplitz operator Tv is defined on

H\n) by

TJ = PM<pf,

feH\n).

Some results on Toeplitz operators have been found by Berezin, Howe and others, [1],
[6]. However more systematic study of these operators has been given by Berger and
Coburn in their recent joint works [2], [3]. We thank them for sending us these works. In
particular the description of the C*-algebra generated by the Weyl form of the canonical
commutation relations as uniform limits of almost periodic Toeplitz operators is given in
[2]. Moreover [3] completely characterized the largest *-algebra Q in L°°(C") for which
TfTg - Tfg is a compact operator for all /, g in Q.
In this paper we concentrate on the following questions: under what conditions on
the symbol <p is the corresponding Toeplitz operator PMVP a bounded, compact or in the
Schatten-von Neumann class "i?p, /? > 1. We give such conditions in terms of the Berezin
transform q> of (p. The question of boundedness and compactness of Tv has also- been
considered in [3]. Since Tfg — TfTs = PMf(I — P)MgP, there also naturally appears in this
context the Hankel operator Hf = (I- P)MfP. Therefore analogous questions will be
answered for Hankel operators. Note that our results concerning Hankel operators are
not covered by the recent theory of Hankel forms given by S. Janson, J. Peetre, R.
Rochberg in [7]. We also find the spectrum of a class of bounded Toeplitz operators and
consider the behaviour of Hankel operators under the action of the Weyl representation
of C .
The notation given below will be used throughout the paper. For any p^l, LP(C")
stands for the usual If space with respect to Lebesgue measure dV in C . We shall also
use the obvious generalization Lp{pdV), where p is a function on C". The scalar product
of A, z e C" is denoted by (A, z), but the same notation (/, g) will be used for/, g e L2(/J.).
For A, z e C , ek(z) = e (zA)/2 and let kk{z) = e(^V2-(W2'4> be the normalized reproducing
kernel for H2(fi). The Berezin transform of a function q> on C" such that q?kk e L2(n) for
every A e C is given by
For a function / o n C", q e U, a e C" we denote by /(<?•) and /(• -a) the functions
Glasgow Math. J. 30 (1988) 315-323.
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z-*f(qz) and z - » / ( z - « ) , respectively. The class of compact operators is always
denoted by 3C and the Schatten-V. Neumann operators by %. Co stands for the space of
continuous functions on C which vanish at infinity.
For an n-tuple k = (ku . . . , kn) of non-negative integers the standard basis vector ek
in H2(n) is given by
m k

z,

n !,

where
k = kl + ...+kn

and

k

z =
All other notations will be those commonly used in operator theory.
2. Toeplitz operators. We start with a simple proof of a sufficient condition for the
boundedness of T^. A similar result is also contained in [3] but with a different proof.
LEMMA

1. Suppose that q> is measurable and q>(V2-) e L°°(C"). Then PMVP is

bounded and \\PMVP\\ <(8^)" ||<p(V5-)||.. Conversely, if Tv is bounded, then q)(-)e
Proof. Note that PMVP is the integral operator with the kernel R{z,u) given by

Let Cv be the integral operator with the kernel

Since \PMvPf(z)\ < C,, |/| (z) it is clear that boundedness of Cv in L2(/x) implies the
boundedness of PMVP in L\(i). Applying the Schur test for Cv we put p(z) = q{z) =
e|z|2/2, see [5, Theorem 5.2]. We have

J

K(Z, U)P(U

where
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Hence PM^P is bounded and ||.PM,,P|| ^cn\\ \cp(}/2-)\ \\^. Since the converse is obvious by
the definition of q> the proof is complete.
1. Note that \q>\ (\/2-) e L°°(Cn) implies \y\ e L"(C"). There are no bounded
Toeplitz operators Tv with entire symbol <p (by Liouville's Theorem). However, there are
many bounded Toeplitz operators with unbounded symbol. We shall see below that
unbounded symbols can even define trace class Toeplitz operators.
Our next result gives a sufficient condition for compactness of Tv, also expressed in
terms of Berezin symbol. Namely following the proof of Theorem C in [3] we shall prove
REMARK

PROPOSITION

2. / / \q>(\/2-)\ e Co, then Tv e 3if.

Proof. First note Tm e % implies that Tv e 3if. We claim that Tw e 3if. Let %r be the
characteristic function of {z, \z\ >/"}. Then
T\v\ = *|g>|(l-x,) + 2|v|Xr.
Since Tm(1_Xr) is compact we only have to show that

lim||r M J|=0.
r—*oo

By Lemma 1 it is enough to check that

where gr(k) = |<p|^r(V2-)(A). But gr e Co, gr(z)<gs{z),

when r >s and limgr(z) = 0 for

every z e C". Hence by Dini's Theorem (+) holds and this completes the proof.
REMARK 2. This proof

is exactly the same as the proof of the implication

\(p\2 e Co=>MVP e 9C given in [3]. It turns out that using the integral expression of T^ one
can also give sufficient conditions (in terms of Berezin symbol of <p) for the inclusions

T^e^p, p>2 and Tv e %.
PROPOSITION
p

n

L -\C ,

3 . Let

p>2

and
2

p~

1

+ q~1 = l.

|<p| 9 I - T — — i f

If
1

2

.

-je

1

p dV), where p(z) = exp[(q - 4)(4 - q)-\q - I ) ' \z\ 2" ] then Tv e %.

Proof. Let Sv be the integral operator with the kernel R{z,u) given in the proof of
Lemma 1. We have Sv\HzM= Tv. Applying the Theorem of Russo [9], it is enough to
check that

dfi(z) < +t»
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But this integral is less then

| [f ((2*)-J|?>(§)| e-^-^+")2/4dV(^qe"^+^2dfi(u)J

' dfi(z)

By direct computation we find that the last integral is equal

where cn = (4 - q)n^-"\
complete.
REMARK

p{z) = exp\[(q2 - 4 ) ( 4 - q)~\q - I) 1 \z\2]. The proof

is

3. Note that for p = 2, the condition imposed on <p reduces to a simple

requirement: |<p| e L 2 (C).

Before we proceed further let us recall the following fact (contained in [1, p. 1137]). If
Ty e % then |<p| e L\C) and
Tr7; =
Applying the above equality we have the following
PROPOSITION

4. Tv e % if and only if q> e L\Cn).

If Tv e %, then Tr Tv = J q> dV.

Proof. By the above mentioned result of Berezin the "only if" part and the equality
Tr Tv = J q> dV are obvious (note that \\q>\dV = \\q>\ dV).
On the other hand suppose that |<p| e L\C"). Let {gK} be an arbitrary basis in
H2(n). It is enough to check that
2\(TvgK,gK)\<+<»,

see [4].

K

We have

2 \(TvgK, gK)\ < £ M
K

K

ISKI2

dy. = 2 ( M gK,
K

8K)

= (\(P\ ez, ez) dfi(z)
J

= \\cp\dV = \ |<p| dV.

This completes the proof.
REMARK 4. In the case \<p<2
one can also find a certain sufficient condition for
Ty e <#p. However it is not formulated in terms of (p. Namely, if for the standard basis eK
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H\ii),
\\<p{z)\p 2 \ek(z)\" d»k~l dfi{z) < oo, then Tv e %.

Here
r

~

+ 1

i

i

We conclude this part of the paper with a result concerning the spectrum o(Tv) of Tv, for
a class of symbols. First some remarks on homogeneous polynomials. Let PN denote the
space of homogeneous polynomials of degree N in C . It is clear that

By a simple computation one can check that any PN, considered as a finite dimensional
subspace of H2(n), has the reproducing kernel e(zN) given by
z

K

2NNl

'

'

Now we are ready to formulate the next result.
PROPOSITION

5. / / Tm is bounded and cp(e'ez) = (p{z) for every 8 e U, then

N~0

ii) o(Tv)= U

N=0

°{TV\PN

Proof.
i) Let eK be the standard basis in H2(fi). Direct computation shows that
Since q>(eiez) = q>{z) and 7* = 7^ this completes
Hence TVPN c PN, for N = 0, 1, 2,
the proof of i).
ii) Denote by TN = TV\PN. We have to show that

o(T) c U o(TN),
N=0

because the opposite inclusion always holds.
Take A<£ 0 ^(7^). There exists <5 > 0 such that rA, = dist(A, o(TN)) > 6 for every
N=0

N = 0,1,2, .... Let || ||o be any cross norm in the set of finite rank operators in H2(n).
Suppose that || ||0 is not equivalent to the operator norm. Then by Lemma 3 of [8] we
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have
HT^Ho *(.rN/6

\\TN\\0)],

here T:R + —»[R+isa decreasing function such that x{r) = 0, for r > 1.
We choose ||y4||0 = (tr^M) 1 / 2 . The above estimation (*) shows that ||(A - TN)~l\\ are
uniformly bounded, if || Tivllo a r e uniformly bounded.
But
d(N) I r

\\TN\\20= 2

\\<pepe,dp

s,p=O \J

where d(N) is finite and is equal to dim/V By the Schwarz inequality it is enough to
estimate

2
2

\\<p\\es\2dti=\\cp{z)\eW{z)dli{z).

Since Tm is bounded and J ||e| /v) || 2 d^(§) = cn, we have

Hence {[| Tlvllo} ar e uniformly bounded and this completes the proof.
The question how to describe the spectrum of Tv for more general cp seems to be
open.
3. Hankel operators. This part of the paper contains a few results concerning
Hankel operators in H\n). For a given measurable function <p we define the Hankel
operator by
Hq>f = (I-P)Mvf,

feH\ii).

(H)

In the classical case of the unit disc there are plenty of bounded Hankel operators with
anti-holomorphic symbol (p. However in the Bargmann space there are only trivial
bounded Hankel operators with anti-holomorphic symbol. Indeed, if Hv is bounded, then
for any / e H\n) we have q>f e H2(fi), so by Remark 1 (p must be a constant.
Nevertheless even for unbounded symbol cp one can sometimes extend Hv given by (H)
on a dense domain D, to a bounded operator in H\n). Namely applying the Schur test
once more we have
PROPOSITION

6. If H^ is defined by (H) on a dense domain D and q> satisfies the

inequality

then there exists a unique extension Hv of H^ which is bounded in H2{fi). Moreover
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\\Hv\\<Mcn, where

Proof. Direct calculation shows that Hv is given on D by the formula

Hvu(z) = J [q>(z) - q>(w)]ez(w)u(w)
ueD.
Define the integral operator 5,, on L2(n) by

= j\[<p(z) - V(w)]ez(w)\f(w
We claim that Sv is bounded in L2(ju). Indeed, applying the Schur test for p{z) = q(z) =
e|2|2/4 and the kernel S(z, w) = |[cp(z) - q>(w)]ez(w)\ we have by (++)
fs(z, w)p(w) dix{w) < M Li—I2/8+R^.'V)+IH'I2/4

d(JL^

< (2jz)-nMp(z)ie-]z-w?m

dV(w) = Mcnp{z).

Hence Sv is bounded and ||S,,|| ^Mcn. Since

\Hvu(z)\<Sv\u\(z)
it follows that Hv has the unique bounded extension Hv on H\n) and ||^,p|| ^Mcn. The
proof is complete.
REMARK. The above proposition does not contradict our earlier comments on the
lack of non-trivial bounded Hankel operators with anti-holomorphic symbols. This is clear
because the extension H^, of Hv from D onto H\n) is not given in general by (H). For
example, complex conjugate of polynomials satisfy (++), but they don't define bounded
Hv on H\n) given by (H).
Our next result concerns the question: when is H^e^pl Applying once again the
Theorem of Russo we shall find out when the above defined 5^ is in %p. (and thus
Hv e %).
PROPOSITION

7. Let p>2

and p~l + q~x = \. If (peLp{t)dV)

and |^|

Lp-\r] dV), where rj(z) = exp[(p2 - A)%~\p - I)" 1 \z\2], then Hv e <gp.
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Proof. Applying the Theorem of Russo to Sv, we have

<cqj [j(\<p(z)\"
>-i

Direct calculation shows that under our assumptions on <p both integrals in the brackets
[ ] are finite.
This completes the proof.
For p = 2 the assumptions of Proposition reduce simply to q> e L2(C")
(because then \q>\2eL\C) automatically).
REMARK.

We conclude this work with a result concerning the behaviour of Hankel operators
under the action of the Weyl representation of C in L2(n). Recall that the Weyl (unitary
in L2(n)) operators W^, A e C are defined by
We have
PROPOSITION

8. For any bounded Hankel operator Hv and u e H2(fi)

Proof. Applying the integral form of Hv and the equality
dn{- -w),

,

2

—~ d —(a) = IM«)r»
one can check (**) by direct calculation.
REMARK. The last result shows that any necessary and sufficient conditions concerning various properties of Hv (like Hv e ^ p ) should be invariant under translations of the
symbol (p.
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